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About This Game

Play as the King in a light-hearted third person action game, who is on a mission to save his kingdom from the Doombringer and
his minions.

With the help of your allies, journey through four unique biomes to rid your kingdom of those who wish to destroy it. Use huge
a variety of weapons and hack and slash your way to victory to save your subjects.
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save the kingdom steam. save the kingdom to win the throne. save the kingdom review. save the kingdom game. save the
kingdom. save the kingdom gameplay

be me

>slowly going insane
>suddenly my brain thinks it's a matching game
>still on hard mode
>music pretty good
>still losing
>highest time is 38.37 on hard mode
>TURNS OFF MOVING BACKGROUND!
>sip tea
>still screwing up
>strange game for a rhythm game
:EDIT:
>Earned a 120 sec Score on Hard Mode!
>*unlocking sounds* ~Expert mode activated~
>gets 30 sec high score

is this a project for squares?

pro tips:
Windowed mode will help
getting a seizure? turn on solid background
always look at papa square
ignore Tetris inside papa square
follow the beat, it is a rhythm game
to balance audio i put both the settings on 3 Bars >turns up computer audio again.. If you're not spelling (or playing) this game
in all caps, you need to reevaluate where your life is headed. Perhaps a fair test of game design is that when you lose, can you
trace back mentally to where you went wrong? If on just this criteria, VIDEOBALL does a fine job.

But then there's the music, or the art, or the hilarious voiceovers. Gosh, this game is phenomenal. Well the menus suck. It's got
that as a flaw. But that's its really it.

I've played the Steam version little in comparison to the console version because no one knows about this game. And that's sad.
In this sense, recommending VIDEOBALL comes with a time limit. The developer made, in his own words, "an extremely
negative amount of money." Don't expect for this game to be playable in future versions of Windows because there is little
incentive for it to stay patched and up to date. So your best shot to enjoy this beauty is right now.. Great game great graphics
just a few minor glitches would recommend 10\\10. It is a very good add-on, you get a new variety of vehicles. But, after
installing you have to edit the ailist.cfg file on the map you want the new ai vehicles (see the instruction in the manual).. this
game is absolutely amazing, i cant wait to see how it progresses, ive only played about half an hour of it, but just through that, i
know for a fact that it is going to be my favourite game in a long time. the idea of the game is very cool, and i really like the
storyline, so far it seems very captivating. this game is worth every penny in my opinon. Now that I've given this game a full go
through, let me give you guys a rundown on it.

It's a retro inspired, slightly more archaic R-Type, where you control a pilot in a ship with customizable weapons, be it support
drones, a large force-like probe that assists in shooting stuff (which can be controlled remotely away from your ship) and
various support missiles. The game makes no effort to impede your creativity, as you can choose so many different options in
many different ways. Level-wise, there's a good variety to choose from, and the map you start out with can be imposing. Expect
some repetition as the levels start out easy, and then get much harder. By the end of this game, you'll be feeling like you're on
the hardest difficulty setting of Touhou. Overall, the journey through the game was something I'd consider unique and worth the
time I put in.
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With that said, there are issues. To level up your ship and weapons, you need currency called zogs, which you can find in levels.
However, they're limited in number and you can't grind for them. Once you beat a level, you gotta hope you had a good haul
going through it. Eventually you will have to choose some weapons and stick with them when you upgrade them. With that said,
there's also a bug that sometimes prevents players from seeing the ending of the game despite conquering the galaxy. I just
wanna bring that up for those unaware. Why do I still recommend the game despite such issues? Because it hit the mark for this
genre of shooter so close. And the dev is friendly enough, so i give it a pass. But if he fixes it in the future, that would be even
better, and I'll alter my review to reflect that should he do that.. I will never find the man who murdered my father.. I posted a
yes recommend because it's fun for a few hours clicking away.

 I haven't really got very far into the scenarios but I'm afraid to say I'm already bored. I love this type of game but there is just
too much clicking back and forth, I wish there was a way to automate the sales contracts. Other things seem to be a bit of a
mystery, needed better accounting, things happen that I didn't seem to have much control of - in short, the problems are too
much clicking and not enough control\/visibility on what is happenning.

That said, they have all the components of a great oil game, just missed the game play aspects a bit.. Beautiful artwork and
wonderful story lines. Short, not so sweet. Had impact. Makes you realise what a VR movie could be like. Free and worth
seeing.
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Not really recommended unless you still use Windows XP (the game doesn't work with windows 7), or you have the time
needed to mess around with your computer settings every time you want to play it.. I would not get this as the dress up and
character creation does nothing for the game itself and you cannot use your much better creation over the "meh" character you
play as in the game. Plus, you can only dress up a girl with a way above average body and not a male or a fat girl...just an
athletic girl is all you can do.. Lackluster in almost every aspect of this game.. my friend got addicted to this game and now we
play it every time he arrives

i do not know the meaning of any other game

please help
i only know of locosoccer. 10\/10 this one made me need TWO paper towels.. Oooh, another wave shooter. I do recommend at
the current sale price of $1.19. But there's better options. Still this one is alright. Nothing too spectacular, but it's decent.
Different weapons powerup and different enemy types, including boss fight keep it entertaining.

Rating 6\/10 yup, like eating a .99 cents taco, could do better, but definitely not bad
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